
 

“Switch off your GPS!” 
 
The Spanish circus company Los Galindos are jesters extraordinaire. 

 
With Anicet Leone, Gabriel Agosti and Marcel Escolano in the arena, the company will make you feel both 
excited, angry, scared, sympathetic, breathless, and happy, because the performance MDR – DEATH FROM 
LAUGHTER surpasses everything we normally see in Denmark. 
 
The old clown Rossinyol is furious - he beats the youngsters, especially Melon, who is blamed for the death 
of a lady during their last show. She died from laughter. 
 
Melon's best friend, Mardi, just wants everyone to be friends, and defends Melon, but it is the old clown who 
is in charge, and he both shouts at the young ones, hits them, and throws stuff at poor Melon who 
constantly must duck out of the way. The mood is set, the roles are assigned. 
 
The agitated Rossinyol orders the audience to be quiet, turn off the GPS on their phones as no one must 
know where we are, and to sit down on one of the many old paint buckets that are just lying around under 
the tarps on the construction site anyway. After which he explains the gravity of the situation. 
 
"We are here together, all of us. This is a public execution.” 
 



We are now some distance from the meeting place where we thought the performance was going to take 
place, but until now we have only followed the agitated clowns, who wide-eyed and with wild gestures, have 
signalled that we should follow them. Therefore, we don't really know where we are, when we stop, why we 
are there, or what is real and what is the company's props, in the backyard we find behind a fence. And this 
is the first act of genius from the Spanish illusionists who go straight to the limit in their handling of the 
audience, a classic move in street art - start by confusing your audience. 
 
And confused, uneasy, or slightly dissatisfied are also the first feelings you are struck by when you are 
asked to find your own old dirty paint bucket to sit on. Just as a feeling of old-fashioned sullenness is 
spreading because you don't think your view is perfect and because you think you're missing out on 
something. Believe me - FOMO is also alive and well in the older generation - including yours truly. 

 
But everything - as in EVERYTHING - is thought out down to the last detail in MDR - DEATH FROM 
LAUGHTER, where the poor clown Melon is sentenced to death, and must go through an awful lot before the 
surprising end.  

The excellent acrobatics, the elegant artistry, and the bloody, moving and transgressive orgy of near-death 
experiences, topped off with a linguistically genius dialogue, is mastered only by very few.  

Los Galindos master it to perfection. 
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